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Sociobiology

Show Lord of the Ants: 
Chapters 4-6 Clean the Animal Room
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What are the benefits of living in a group? What are the costs of living in a group?

Question: Do birds in groups find food faster?

Experimental Set-Up: Food was hidden on artificial trees. 
Recorded amount of food found by each bird in a fixed 
time period & tested birds alone, in pairs, & in flocks of 4.

Results ⇒ % of birds 
finding food/15 min period:

• single bird = 25%
 • two birds = 40%

• four birds = 75%
Conclusion ⇒ Local 
Enhancement

Local Enhancement leads to an increase in rate of 
discovering food

Krebs et al. 1972

(b)  The number of successfully 
fledged young per female declines 
as the number of breeding females 
increases. That may be due to 
decreased brood size or to 
decreased success in raising young 
in the nest due to food limitation.

(c) The proportion of juveniles 
(fledglings) surviving also declines 
as total adult population during the 
fall season (when the fledglings 
must 'compete') increases. Food 
limitation occurring as population 
density increases causes females to 
provide smaller amounts of food to 
each nestling, so that they are 
fledged at a smaller average size.

Limits to Local 
Enhancement

Many Eyes Hypothesis

The percentage of hawk attacks which were successful 
at single pigeons and at flocks. Number of attacks is 
given above histograms (from Kenward 1978).
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Page and Whitacre (1975) - Merlins attacking 
different-sized flocks of wintering shorebirds

Limits to the Many Eyes 
Hypothesis

Costs

BenefitsCosts �
or 

Benefits

Group Size

Nopt

Colonial Nesting
* exhibited by about 13% of bird species
    * evolves in response to 2 environmental conditions:

• shortage of nesting sites safe from predators
• abundant or unpredictable food distant from safe nest sites

Cliff Swallows Nests

Benefits vs. Costs

Colonial Nesting

Territorial Behavior

Gannet territories   A cheetah marking its territory

Costs

BenefitsCosts �
or 

Benefits

Territory Size

Nopt

Costs vs. Benefits of Establishing & 
Maintaining a Territory?
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When should an animal defend a territory? What is 
the range of resource levels over which territory 
defense is worthwhile?  

What if resources are:
    * very scarce or unpredictable?   

    * very abundant?
Benefits of defense would likely exceed costs!

• Defense unnecessary because there's plenty 
for everyone
• Lots of competitors (attracted to the abundant 
resource) means defense would be difficult (high 
cost) anyway


